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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, the rovibrational crystal field splitting of heteronuclear diatomic 
molecules trapped in a hexagonal close-packed {hep) solid parahydrogen (p-H:) was 
studied theoretically from the first principles. The group theoretical treatments based 
on permutation-inversion group theory were worked out to study the symmetry of 
rovibrational wavefunctions, dipole moment, and optical selection rules. The energy 
correction of the rovibrational levels in the crystal field was calculated by considering 
the multipole-induced dipole interactions between the impurity molecule and the 
surrounding p-Wj molecules. The relative intensities of the rovibrational transitions 
calculated using the Boltzemann distribution and Racah algebra were consistent with 
the results from group theory. 
The theory was applied to the case of CO molecules trapped in the /7-H2 
crystals. It was found that in this case the splitting was mainly due to quadrupole-
induced dipole interaction. The crystal field splitting for the first few J manifolds 
were determined to be on the order of a few cm'' using the explicit expression derived 
from our theory. A preliminary analysis of the experimental spectrum based on the 
predicted spectrum was also discussed. 
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中文摘要 
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While intermolecular interactions and potentials have been known for years, our 
knowledge about them is still very limited. The interactions between molecules play 
important roles in many physical and chemical processes of matter. For instance, the 
process of phase transition is governed by the intermolecular interaction. Products 
and rates of chemical reactions are greatly affected by the relative orientation of the 
reacting molecules that are controlled by the long-range interactions among them. To 
date, the Leonard-J ones (6-12) isotropic potential is still the most commonly used 
model.' While isotropic intermolecular potential has been studied using ah initio 
calculations,^"^ information on anisotropic intermolecular potential relies heavily on 
experimental data. High resolution spectroscopy of the van der Waals complexes 
(species formed by two molecules held by intermolecular interactions) using 
supersonic expansion has been established as a powerful means for studying 
intermolecular interactions. Nevertheless, the low concentration of complexes in the 
beam requires special detection technique. 
Another approach to the issue is to study intermolecular interactions in the 
condensed phase. However, spectral transitions in the condensed phase often suffer 
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serious homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening that smear out the detailed 
structure due to intermolecular interactions. Solid parahydrogen, as an exception, 
exhibits exceedingly narrow spectral width (� lO- lOOMHz) that is comparable to 
those observed in the gas phase. Since the initial work by Welsh and coworkers, 
spectroscopic studies of solid hydrogen have been pursued for over four decades.�.^ It 
was until the early 1980s that Hardy, Berlinsky. Harris, and their coworkers observed 
microwave transitions due to impurity molecules in solid parahydrogen exhibiting 
widths as sharp as IMHz (HWHM, half-width at half-maximum).^"'^ The observation 
of the AJ= 6 (W-branch) transitions ofP-Wi in the infrared region by Okumura. Chan 
and Oka in the late has renewed the interest in pursuing high resolution 
spectroscopy in the system of solid hydgrogen." 
Following the observation of the W transitions of/?-H2. high resolution spectra 
of a variety impurity species such as 0-H2.尸-D]，0-D2, CO, CH3, and CH4 in p-Wi 
crystal have been studied. In addition, attempts at high resolution studies of ionic 
species in p-Hi have also been r e p o r t e d . 2 2 二 3 These studies indicate that the 
applicability of p-Wj as a matrix in studying intermolecular interactions of impurities 
through high resolution spectroscopy. On the other hand, the theoretical basis of the 
rovibrational fine structure of the impurity spectrum as a result of crystal field 
interaction has been sketchy. In this thesis, we will present a model, from the first 
principles, to account for the crystal field splitting of heteronuclear diatomic 
molecules in parahydrogen crystals by considering the long-ranged multipole 
interactions, which are considered the major interactions in the crystal. 
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1.2. Properties of Molecular Hydrogen 
Hydrogen is the simplest and most fundamental molecule of a l l . D u e to its 
simplicity, H2 has been an ideal system to test the high level structural calculations. 
The low molecular mass and the high binding energy of H： make it a potential 
candidate for energy source and storage due to its high per mass energy content. 
Extensive studies along this line have been actively p u r s u e d . A s the most 
abundant species in the universe, hydrogen also plays important roles in 
astrochemistry and the evolution of stars. Properties of hydrogen have been well 
documented in various aspects.^^'^'' A list of its physical properties is given in 
TABLE 1. A brief review of the properties related to our study is given below. 
Hydrogen molecules exist in two forms characterized by total nuclear spin (/) of 
the nuclei. Orthohydrogen (0-H2) are species with I = 1 while parahydrogen (p-H:) 
are species with 1=0. According to the Pauli principle’)"^ o-H： molecules can only 
populate J = odd rotational levels while /7-H2 populate J = even levels. The 
conversion between orfho and para species is extremely slow (on the order of 
months) in the absence of catalysts. As a result, these two species behave as two 
different types of molecules and therefore named nuclear spin modifications. At room 
temperature, the ortlio/para ratio of normal hydrogen is 3 to 1, resulted from the 
allowed projections of the nuclear spin quantum numbers. This ratio remains even 
when the gas is cooled to its triple point at � 1 4 K. Due to the large rotation constant 
of H2, only . 7 = 0 and J = 1 levels are thermally populated at a ratio of 1 to 3 at this 
temperature. In the presence of paramagnetic catalysts (such as APPACHI catalyst)?"^ 
however, the ortho/para ratio reaches equilibrium at the surrounding temperature in 
’ 
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TABLE 1 Basic physical properties of hydrogen. 
Molecular mass 2.0157 g/mol 
Density 0.08988 g/L ( 0 � C , 101.325 kPa) 
Boiling point 20.28 K 
Melting point 14.01 K 
Triple point 13.8033 K. 7.042 kPa 
Critical temperature 32.19 K 
Critical pressure 1.315 MPa 
Critical density 30.12 g/L 
Heat of vaporization 0.904 kJ/mol 
Heat of fusion 0.117 kJ/mol 
Heat capacity 28.836 J/(mol-K) ( 2 5 � C ) 
Dielectric strength 1.294 
Volume resistivity lO''^ (not constant) 
Dielectric constant 1.25 
Surface Tension 1.93*10' dynes/cm 
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seconds. This property allows the production of para-enriched hydrogen by simply 
controlling the temperature in the presence of catalysts. In experiments using para-
enriched hydrogen, a in-line converter containing catalysts is often used in a 
temperature range between 14 and 20 K to obtain 99.8-99.996% of p - H � . 
As a homonuclear diatomic molecule, hydrogen has no dipole moment. On the 
other hand, the non-spherical electronic wavefunction gives rise to nonzero multipole 
moments. These multipole moments, although weak, play important roles in the 
observable rovibrational spectrum of hydrogen in high pressure regime and the 
condensed phases. The detailed theory to interpret these spectra can be found in a 
number of review articles."“-‘ 
1.3. Properties of Solid Hydrogen 
Solid hydrogen with two crystal structures, namely face-centered cubic {fee) 
and hexagonal close-packed (hep), is formed from molecular hydrogen depending on 
the growth conditions. Both structures correspond to the most efficient packing 
geometry. The fee lattice is composed of a stacking of three hexagonal planes a p, 
and y with the lattice points of middle plane P being the inversion centers shown in 
FIG. 1. By comparison, the hep lattice is composed of a stacking of two hexagonal 
planes a and p. They shift horizontally from each other as shown in FIG. 2. It has 
been reported that hep structure is obtained when the solid is made from liquid while 
fee structure is obtained when the solid is made from gas.^^ The nearest neighboring 






FIGURE 1 For the face-centered cubic (fee) structure, (a) a reduced-sphere unit 
cell, and (b) an aggregate of many aloms/^ 
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FIGURE 2 For the hexagonal close-packed ijicp) structure, (a) a reduced-sphere 
unit cell, and (b) an aggregate of many atoms. 
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Solid hydrogen is the simplest molecular solid yet possesses a number of 
fascinating properties governed by quantum effects.*' It has been known that 
molecules undergo nearly free rotation and vibration in p-W2 as demonstrated in a 
number of spectroscopic studies. The weak interaction among molecules in the solid 
allows very large amplitude of zero-point lattice vibration ( � 2 0 % of Rq) that makes it 
a "transitional quantum crystal”.*� The large intermolecular separation among 
hydrogen molecules in the solid gives rise to its softness and the extremely rich 
phases in the ultrahigh pressure regime. Rotational diffusion is another interesting 
quantum phenomenon due to resonance exchange of ortho/para hydrogen that is 
responsible for the equilibrium of spatial distribution of ortho and para hydrogen at 
cryogenic temperature. Most fundamental properties of solid hydrogen have been 
well summarized in a book by Souers"" and in a review article by Silvera/"^ Here we 
just discuss the spectroscopic properties that are directly related to our study. 
Since the first observation of the Raman spectrum of liquid hydrogen by 
McLennan and McLeod^' and the infrared spectrum of solid hydrogen by Allin. Hare, 
and MacDonald,6 hydrogen has been known to have vibrational and rotational 
degrees of freedom in the condensed phase. The rovibratioiial spectrum of solid H2 is 
ascribed to the dipole induced by the multipole moments of the surrounding 
molecules. Van Kraiieiidonk and his coworkers established a self-consistent theory to 
interpret the observed spectra including the transition frequencies, linewidths, and 
intensities based essentially on the multipole-multipole interactions in the solid. The 
details of the theoretical treatments have been summarized in a book by Van 
Kranendonk.24 
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The most remarkable observation is the extremely narrow linewidths in solid 
hydrogen as shown in the experimental work since the 1980s. The observation of the 
very sharp 90 MHz H M W M ) . / = 6 <-7 0 pure rotational transitions of solid p-Hi 
with resolved M splitting due to the crystal field interactions indicated that solid H2 is 
a unique system for applying high resolution spectroscopy to study intermolecular 
interactions, u Following this promising result, various vibrational and rotational 
transitions including Qv(0), Qi( l ) , So(0), Uo(0), U,(l),Wo(0) and W,(0) transitions of 
host p-Hi molecules as well as isotopic impurity species have been studied using high 
resolution infrared and stimulated Raman-gain spectroscopy, -i4丄、.3�.47-�1 ^ jg 
interesting that intermolecular interactions on one hand give rise to the observable 
rovibrational spectrum, yet on the other hand are too weak to cause a fast relaxation 
and thus broaden spectral widths. While the quantitative interpretation of the 
observed linewidths is yet to be studied, there is little doubt from the observations 
that solid p-\\2 may be used as a matrix material for high resolution spectroscopy 
even though solid H2 has not been considered an ideal matrix material due to its 
softness and high vapor pressure at cryogenic temperature. 
The properties of solid hydrogen, on the other hand, present a unique 
environment to the matrix-isolated molecules to have nearly free rotation and 
vibration for high resolution spectroscopy. First of all, the nearest-neighboring 
intermolecular distance (3.793 A) is much larger than the internuclear distance (0.741 
A) and the van der Waals radius (1.57 A).，〕These distances allow guest molecules to 
occupy a lattice site without seriously disturbing the crystal structure. In addition, the 
rotational wavefuiiction of the ./= 0 p-Wj is spherically symmetric to give rise to a 
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nearly isotropic environment with very weak iiitermolecular interactions. This 
minimizes the angular-dependent iiitermolecular interactions resulting from electron 
overlap and dispersion, resulting in a long dephasing time of the excitation energy 
and narrow homogeneous liiiewidths. Finally, the very weak iiitermolecular 
interactions with relatively large zero-point lattice vibration lead to rapidly tunneling 
of hydrogen molecules between equivalent sites. This tunneling process is the basis 
for the self-annealing behavior observed in hydrogen crystals. As a result, the crystals 
are nearly free of defects and strains with excellent optical quality (even in the 
presence of trace impurities) to allow quantitative analysis of fine spectral features. 
To date, a variety of chemical species in solid parahydrogen matrix have been 
studied by infrared (IR) spectroscopy following the work of CH4 in /^-H： crystal.''^"-' 
In most cases, the analysis of the spectra is still at a primitive stage. The theoretical 
studies of the high resolution spectra post challenging problems. As a starting point, a 
theoretical model to study the crystal field splitting of heteronuclear diatomic (AB) 
molecules in parahydrogen crystal has been developed. The selection rules and the 
rovibrational spectrum will also be discussed. In Chapter 2, the theoretical framework 
to account for the crystal field splitting of AB molecules in a hexagonal close-packed 
p -Hj crystal will be established. The application of our theoretical model to the case 
of CO impurities in parahydrogen crystal will be discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, 
a brief discussion and concluding remark will be given. It is hoped thai this work will 




In this chapter, a theoretical framework for the quantitative analysis of the 
rotation-vibration spectra of heteronuclear diatomic (AB) molecules in a hexagonal 
close-packed {hep) solid parahydrogen crystal will be constructed. We will consider 
the problem in two aspects based on symmetry consideration and numerical 
calculations. The former is a qualitative but rigorous approach providing insights of 
the problem while the latter is a quantitative but approximate approach providing 
numeric information with certain error/uncertainty. 
In our consideration, each AB molecule is assumed to be well isolated and 
occupy a lattice site in a p-Wi crystal with hep structure. Each p - W j molecule is 
treated as a point mass with no internal structure. As shown in FIG. 3. the crystal 
environment exhibits the D^h point symmetry. Because of the anisotropy in the 
surrounding, rovibrational levels of AB molecules are expected to split according to 
the orientation of the molecular axis, i.e. the projection quantum number M of the 
angular momentum J. The nature of the M splitting can be ascribed to the angle-
dependent multipole-induced dipole interactions between the surrounding /7-H2 
molecules and the central AB molecule. It has been known that " -H] , as homonuclear 
diatomic molecules, possess no permanent dipole moment. Nevertheless, the 
multipole moments of order I (Qi) of the central AB molecule (due to non-spherical 
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charge distribution) can polarize the surrounding p-Hi molecules with polarizability 
tensor a to give rise to induced dipole moments. These induced dipole moments will 
interact with the multipole moments of the impurity molecule to lead to a correction 
in electrostatic interaction energy. This second-order interaction is weak but 
observable in the case of solid H2 as revealed in the Wo(0) transition'' ' In establishing 
the theoretical model, the group theoretical treatment will be discussed in Section 2.1, 
followed by numerical calculations of the crystal field splitting of rovibrational levels 
and multipole moments of AB based on the first principles in quantum mechanics in 
Section 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Finally, the corresponding rovibrational spectrum 
with relative intensity will be discussed in Section 2.4. 
2.1. Group Theory 
The properties of a physical system are governed by its symmetry (invariance) 
properties. Based on symmetry considerations, one can classify energy levels and 
deduce selection rules for nonzero matrix elements of perturbation operators and 
transitions. Symmetry classification of molecular parameters (e.g. vibrational mode, 
molecular-fixed components of dipole and polarizability. etc.) as well as molecular 
wavefunctions has been well established. The construction of molecular symmetry 
group based on the feasible symmetry operations commuting with the molecular 
Hamiltonian has been extensively studied. The results are summarized in a book by 
Bunker and Jensen." While the complete symmetry group of a molecule is composed 
of thousands of operations, only a small number of operations are feasible under 
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FIGURE 3 Crystal structure of an AB molecule trapped in the hep crystal of;>H2. 
Small empty circles indicate p-W^ molecules and the filled circles indicate an AB 
molecule. In the crystal-fixed axis system, the crystal Z axis is perpendicular to the 
hexagonal plane and the AT axis is in the plane. In the molecule-fixed system, the 
symmetry axis of the radical is taken as the z axis of the molecule AB and xy axis 
is in the plane perpendicular to the z axis. 
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energy levels. The feasible operations are those occurring in the time scale of 
experimental conditions. M u l l i k e n , Hougen” and Loiiguet-Higgins'^' independently 
introduced the permutation-inversion group (also known as molecular symmetry 
group), which is the smallest subgroup of the direct product of complete permutation 
group of identical nuclei and space inversion group to compose of all feasible 
operations. It can be shown that for semi-rigid molecules, each feasible operation 
corresponds to a finite rotation of the whole molecule in space. In addition, their 
molecular symmetry group is isomorphic to the corresponding molecular point group 
based on geometric symmetry. On the other hand, permutation-inversion group 
assumes no geometry of the molecule so it can be used for systems without definite 
geometry, such as CHf；.. 
The application of group theory to matrix-isolated molecules was introduced by 
Miller and Decius based on the idea of feasibility in the theory of permutation-
inversion group.57 Unlike molecules in free space, matrix-isolated molecules are in an 
environment of finite symmetry. As a result, both molecular symmetry and crystal 
symmetry have to be considered in constructing the symmetry group. In the 
following, we will apply this theory to matrix-isolated diatomic molecules which are 
assumed to have nearly free rotation and vibration. Treatments of molecules not 
having rotation and vibration can be found in Ref. 57 and will not be discussed here. 
The molecular symmetry group M of a heteronuclear diatomic molecule is 
composed of two operations: 
M = { E X ] ^ (2-1) 
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where E and E* are the identity and space inversion operation, respectively. We use 
overbar to distinguish the molecular symmetry operations as Miller and Decius. The 
point symmetry group of the hep crystal is D3/,, which is composed of the following 
twelve operations: 
(2-2) 
where the C3 axis is along the c axis of the crystal (i.e. Z axis) and the symbol of each 
operation is written in the standard point group notation,�8 The complete symmetry 
group of matrix-isolated AB is therefore the direct product of M and D^/,. It should be 
noted that an operation in Dsh with reflection converts the right-handed reference 
system to a left-handed one. This relative configuration between AB and the crystal 
cannot be obtained without breaking chemical bonds or crystal. In other words, they 
are not feasible operations at cryogenic temperature. The same argument applies to 
the operation E* in the group of AB. As a result, both AB and the crystal have to 
undergo inversion/reflection simultaneously in order to maintain the same relative 
configuration as pointed out by Miller and Decius. Based on this consideration, the 
feasible symmetry operations for a rotational AB molecule in the D31, crystal is 
composed of the following operations: 
= {£ ,2C3,3C,{£}+ {£'}, (2-3) 
Using the standard procedure in group theory, the operations in G12 can be derived as: 
= {EE.2C,E.3C J , ’ ( 2 - 4 ) 
The corresponding character table which can also be obtained using standard 
procedure is given in TABLE 2. Using this character table, one can easily classify the 
symmetry properties of rotational wavefunctions. 
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TABLE 2 Character table of group G12. 
\EE 2C,E 3C,E \C7„R 2S,R 3CT�.R 
1 1 1 1 1 1 +«)•) 
^ 1 1 -1 1 1 - 1 
£ ' 2 - 1 0 2 - 1 0 (Mx^My) - « ) T 
A； 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
^； 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 Mz 
E" 2 -1 0 -2 1 0 
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The rotational wavefunction | . / , M ) of a diatomic molecule is expressed in 
terms of spherical harmonics C ^ (j)) specified by the two polar angles 
= V(2./ + l)/8;r-C；, { 6 4 ) , (2-5) 
where ./ is the total angular momentum, M is the projection o f . / along the laboratory-
fixed axis and polar angles [ O ^ ) define the molecule-fixed axis system with respect 
to the crystal-fixed axis system. Here we follow the sign convention of Bunker and 
J en sen.�3 
The symmetry classification of the rotational wavefunctions under the 
extended group G n can be obtained by considering the transformation properties of 
polar angles (<9, (zO and their effects on spherical harmonics. For example, the operation 
C\E of extended group GJ： can be interpreted as a C , rotation of the crystal together 
with an E operation of the AB molecule. Following the conversion of Miller and 
Decius, we fix the crystal in space and define C.E to be a CV' rotation of the 
molecule AB about crystal-fixed axes together with an E operation. Hence, the 
operation C \ E changes the polar angles [6,(ft) io [ O 4 - I n T：) . The transformation 
properties of polar angles ( 6 4 ) under the symmetry operations of group G j i are 
determined accordingly and listed in TABLE 3. Using the results, the transformation 
of the rotational wavefunction A/) follows 
( V ^ | J , M �二 ‘ , 2械 " V ,⑷， 
C]司 J , M � 二 人 - M 〉 ， （2-6) 
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a � . r | J ’ M � = |J ,—M� . 
Using the relationships above, one can easily work out the irreducible representation 
of the rotational wavefunctions using the standard projection operator method. The 
results are shown in TABLE 4. From the table one can figure out the splitting pattern 
of each J manifold. For example, the J = 1 is split into 力广� c o m p o n e n t s while the 
J =2 state is split into A^ ' � F ® F ’ , respectively, in the Z).?/, crystal field. 
In determining the symmetry of laboratory-fixed components of the dipole 
moment of AB, the same procedure is applied. For simplicity in the discussion later, 
we can consider the three spherical components instead of the Cartesian components. 
It is know that the three spherical components are first-ranked spherical tensor 
operators, which behave like spherical harmonics of . 7 = 1 . Applying the same 
argument as before, one has 
厂 = 為 " ； (2-7) 
Y \ l ^ ” j U y � = E � . (2-8) 
2.2. Crystal Field Splitting 
After the qualitative analysis of the symmetry of an AB molecule isolated in the 
hep crystal field, we will discuss quantitatively the crystal field splitting of its 
rovibratioiial levels. As we discussed before, the guest molecule AB is assumed to 
vibrate and rotate freely in the crystal field. Due to the anisotropic crystal 
environment, different orientations of AB molecule with respect to the crystal-fixed 
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TABLE 3 Values of the polar angles (6*.卢)corresponding to the symmetry 
operations of group G". 




L\E 7T-E -(F) 
71-6 (J) 
s . r 7T-e ^ + ^ 
3 
a � , r e ―中 
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TABLE 4 Symmetry classification of the rotational wavefunctions of G/,. 
Rotational quantum number J even j odd 
M| = 0(mod6) ' A,” 
M | = l(mod6) E” E' 
M | = 2(mod6) E' 
M| = 3(mod6) A, “® A, ” -9 a , ‘ 
A/| = 4(rnod6) £ ' 
A^| = 5(mod6) E" 厂 
2 0 
axis will have different energies. As a result, the M sublevels in each J manifold of 
the AB molecule, while degenerate in free space, are now split according to the 
crystal symmetry. Since there is no significant overlap in electron clouds between the 
guest molecule and the host crystal, the only interaction to be considered is the long-
range electrostatic interaction. Assuming the impurity molecules are far separated so 
that their interactions can be neglected, we only need to consider the interactions 
between the host crystal and the impurity molecules. For parahydrogen at cryogenic 
temperature, there is no permanent dipole and higher order multipoles due to the 
spherically symmetric rotational wave function. However, the permanent dipole and 
quadrupole of the impurity molecule AB can induce a dipole on the surrounding /?-H2 
molecules. According to electrostatic theory, the electric field at a position Rp from 
the central impurity molecule produced by its multipole of order / has the fornr"^ 
E l{R^) = (-1)'" i n + 1X2/ + l T 5 > r , � . ( Q ) r ( U , / + (2-9) 
where Ci\,lJ + \;mv) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, C/,(Q) and are 
Racah spherical harmonics describing the orientation of the central molecule ( Q ) and 
the vector R,,, respectively, and Qi = (v./|6>/(r)|v./) is the permanent multipole 
moment of order I of the central molecule. For a p-H2 molecule located at with 
isotropic polarizability « and anisotropic polarizability / . t h e induced dipole moment 
has the fornr"^ 
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where a ( r ) a n d / ( r ) are the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the polarizability for the 
given iiiternuclear separation r. This induced dipole moment will interact with the 
original multipole moment of the central molecule to produce an extra binding energy 
m 
J m /J 
where or = (00 |a(r ) |00) and / = (00|7(r) |00) are the isotropic and anisotropic 
polarizability of the p-Hi molecules, respectively. The anisotropic effect of the extra 
binding energy is zero due to vanishing matrix element of C ( Q，） f o r 
molecules in . 7 = 0 state. The isotropic effect is then summed over for all surroundiii" 
p-Wi molecules to give 
《 广 ( 2 - 1 2 ) 
— p m 
For 1 = 1, we have dipole induced dipole interaction, whose energy correction is 
尺 0 /=0,2 1 1 IJ p [R^, j P 
(2-13) 
For / = 2, we have quadrupole induced dipole interaction, whose energy correction is 
丨(}Li(22/;000)C(33/;000)x2>l)"r, ,„(Q);^’f吞丫(;,〃队）. 
- 八 0 / =0,2,4 - IJ P J ‘ 
(2-14) 
The correction energy, which is proportional to , drops off rapidly with 
increasing /. We therefore stop the consideration at / = 2. 
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After evaluating the corresponding 6-j symbol and the lattice sum, one can 
obtain general expressions: 
s T � 仏 o ( ⑶ (2-15) 
for the dipole-induced dipole effect’ 
and 
+ ( ^ ) (2-16) 
for the quadrupole-induced dipole effect, respectively. 
The determination of the crystal field parameters s’“ and s^^ requires the 
knowledge of the lattice sum, matrix element (00|6i'(r)|00) of /?-H2, and matrix 
element (v./ \Qi (r)| v./) of the central molecule. In the following section, the evaluation 
of (v./ |0/(r) |v./)will be discussed. 
2.3. Permanent Multipole Moment 
From the discussion in Section 2.2, the total polarization energy depends on the 
matrix elements of molecular multipole moment (vJ \0i (/•)! v j ) . In the following the 
numerical determination of this matrix element under the adiabatic approximation 
will be outlined. ’9 
Due to the axial symmetry of a diatomic molecule, the strength of 2'-pole 
moment tensor of rank / is characterized by a single component O, along the 
molecular axis. The static multipole moment along the molecular axis is expressed as 
the sum of two terms, independently representing the contributions from the nuclei 
and electroiis24 
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Q,{r) = e 2 Z ( r / 2 ) ' - X ( / ; / ^ / ( c o s ^ ) ) . (2-17) 
L -
where e is the electronic charge, Z is the atomic number of the nuclei, r is 
intermolecular distance and 6 is the polar coordinate of the electron. The summation 
is for all electrons and expectation value is for the electronic wavefunctions 
y/{i\,,,v) in the adiabatic approximation relevant to the clamped nuclear problem.'"^ 
The adiabatic values for the radial matrix elements of the multipole moments are the 
defined by 
(v./|a(r)|v'./') = J ) A ’力⑷ "、 , ‘ (2-18) 
where w、，./denotes the radial part of the rotation-vibrational wavefunction. Under the 
adiabatic approximation, the nuclear and electronic motions are decoupled. The 
rotation-vibration energy levels and the corresponding radial wavefunctions u�’j can 
be found by solving the nuclear Schrodinger equation of a diatomic m o l e c u l e : � 
f lu� ’Ar) = E�’. ,KjO'), (2-19) 
^ RR m I ./(./ + l ) / r , 
where H 二 - r + ^^ov ) + " \ , 
2/y DR- 2/ir 
= is the reduced mass of the two n u c l e i . � o ( / . ) i s the vibrational 
potential depending on the radial distance r of the two nuclei, and v and J denote the 
vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively. The last term in H 
accounts for the centrifugal potential energy due to molecular rotation. It should be 
pointed out that this equation does not assume any separation between rotational and 
vibrational motions. It remains valid as far as the adiabatic approximation holds. 
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Once the potential the molecule is known, the wavefunctions u � � � can 
be obtained by solving the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation (2-19) for 厂 > 0 
with an effective potential energy equal to the sum of and the term 
./(./ + \)h To solve Eq. (2-19), one assumes that the radial wavefunctions zv , can 
be expanded by a complete set of basis functions /,/々 ： 
" u / � = 2 > 丄 ⑷ ， (2-20) 
n 
/ \ I / 2 
Where 义“⑷二 . 
V N \ ) 
is the normalized eigenfunction of simple harmonic oscillator with expansion 
coefficientC„, is Hermite polynomial f is the displacement from equilibrium 
position r and the equilibrium distance i.e(i.e. ‘ = r- re), and « is a parameter for the 
molecule which has the value a = j^ucOq / h . 
Since the expansion coefficients c„ satisfy the set of equations 
Yj (台-—E�’.丨 ^ mn = 0, (2-21) 
n 
with f i _ = • 
The eigenvalues Eyjmid eigenvectors Uyj can be obtained by solving secular equation 
dei{H,„„-ES„J = 0. (2.22) 
Using the solutions of Eq. (2-22), the adiabatic values for the radial matrix elements 
of the multipole moments Q/ir) can be computed using Eq. (2-18). 
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2.4. Predicted Rovibrational Spectrum 
In predicting the rovibrational spectrum of matrix-isolated molecules, we need 
to determine the transition dipole moment among different rovibrational states. Since 
the dipole operator can be expressed by the components with respect to two different 
Cartesian axis systems, one fixed in the laboratory, the other rotating with the 
molecule. In considering the dipole interaction between the photon field and the 
matrix-isolated molecule, the dipole operator referred to the laboratory-fixed axes 
{jUy,jUy,jUy) should be used. On the other hand, the symmetry of the molecules 
allows us to determine the nonzero components of dipole referred to the molecule-
fixed c o m p o n e n t s (凡.，//、,，//:) easily. These two set of components are related by 
either the Euler a n g l e s for nonlinear molecules or the polar angles (队^^) for 
diatomic and linear molecules. For a diatomic molecule in the D31, crystal field, only 
ju. in molecule-fixed axis system is nonzero. Therefore, the laboratory-fixed 
Cartesian components of the dipole operator can be expressed as 
jUy 二 从-cos <9; 
jUy = / i : s in6>cos0 ; (2-23) 
jUy = Id. sin 没sill 一. 
These components can be written in the form of spherical tensor operators：-"^ 
"土I 二 广 、 ’ 士 ) = 土 ( 2 - 2 4 ) 
2 6 
where ju^ gives the dipole moment component parallel to the crystal c axis, 
while //+, give the dipole moment components perpendicular to the crystal c axis. 
The absorption intensity (!) of a spectral transition is proportional to population 
in the initial state and the square of the corresponding transition dipole moment, i.e. 
1 OC A/,|(v'|//,|v)|'|(./'M'|C„„|JM)|\ (2-25) 
where N, = , 
N丨 is the equilibrium population of molecules in the initial state with eigenvalue E,. 
The vibrational dependence of the transition dipole moment ( v ' | v) can be dropped 
out in the calculation of relative intensity since it is the same for all transitions in the 
same vibrational band. For the transitions due to light with polarization parallel to the 
crystal c axis, the o p e r a t o r i s used. On the other hand’土丨 should be used for light 
with polarization perpendicular to the crystal c axis. It is noted that the v a l u e � v , | / i : | v � 
cannot be zero in order to have the allowed vibrational transition. Therefore, the 
vibrational selection rule Av = ±1 is required. Similarly, the rotational selection 
rule A； = ±1 resulted from the parity requirement also applies to the system. From Eq. 
(2-25), it is seen that the matrix element |(./ 'M'|C„„|./A/)| is nonzero only when 
M'=M + M . This gives rise to the AM = 0, ±1 selection rules corresponding to 
parallel and perpendicular polarization, respectively. Combining the results in Section 
2.1, one can easily determine the relative intensities of the allowed transitions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
APPLICATION: CARBON MONOXIDE IN SOLID 
PARAHYDROGEN 
The theoretical model established in Chapter 2 has been applied to the case of 
CO embedded in parahydrogen. In this chapter, the results will be presented. The 
radius of CO is about 1.62A, which is distinctly smaller than the intermolecular 
distance of 3.793A of solid parahydrogen/" It is expected that CO occupying a lattice 
site will not introduce severe distortion to the crystal. Due to the weak intermolecular 
interactions in parahydrogen crystal, we also assumed that CO impurity molecules 
vibrate and rotate in the crystal field with little hindrance. The M splitting, multipole 
moment, and relative intensities of the transitions in the fundamental band of CO 
were computed using our theuretical framework. 
3.1. Permanent Multipole Moment of CO 
In order to determine the crystal field splitting of rovibrational energy levels, 
the multipole moment of CO was calculated following the prescription in Section 2.3. 
To determine the matrix elements {yj\0,,\v\j') , the knowledge of vibrational 
wavefunction is required. In solving Eq. (2-19) to obtain the modified rotation-
2 8 
vibration wavefunction U^J numerically, the Hulbert-Hirschfelder {H-H) potential 
functioi/' ' which gave the best average results when compared to the available 
Rydberg-Klein-Rees {RKR) data^^ was used to expressed ( r ) , i.e. 
U,{r) = D[( l - e-.�. )2 + + bx)] 
p 滿 h r ] ’ （3-1) 
where r , . ,叫,Be are spectroscopic constants given by Herzherg,"^^ and the parameters 
D, c\ h are determined from these spectroscopic constants according to Ref. 61 All 
the values of these constants/parameters are given in Ref. 61 and reproduced in 
TABLE 5. 
Using the lowest 15 harmonic oscillator wavefunctions as basis functions, 
were obtained by solving the secular equations. In TABLE 6, the expansion 
coefficients of the lowest four u^j states are listed. 
In determining the dipole moment matrix, we adopted the approach by 
Kirschner et al. based on the Fade approximant to express the dipole function b/)^ 
MoCi + c y + c V ) 
C � = 1 + C3X + C > 2 + ( � ; 3 + ( ) ( , (3-2) 
with X = O ' - r J / / ; , . 
TABLE 7 shows the parameters M?，C/, Cj, C4’ C5, andC^ for CO listed in Ref 
64, which were obtained by fitting the Fade approximant expression Eq. (3-2) to the 
rigorous expression Eq. (2-17). Based on Eq (3-2), the matrix elements 
(v . / | y , ( r ) | vV) were then calculated using the wavefunctions u�,! and u�’]-
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TABLE 6 The expansion coefficients of the lowest four u�’j states. (Numbers in 
parentheses refer to powers of ten) 
Ui 以2 … 
9.98040(-01) -6.02884(-02) -1.87125(-03) 1.49001(-02) 
c, 6.01996(-02) 9.83017(-01) 1.68872(-01) -1 .65776(-02) 
C3 3.40207(-03) 1.68276(-01) -9.35116(-01) 3.01138(-01) 
C4 1.65814(-02) 2.04820(-02) -2.99101 (-01) --8.35065(-01) 
cs 2.22832(-03) 3.47615(-02) -5.76572(-02) -4.30947(-01) 
C6 2.16157(-04) 9.54560(-03) -5.97659(-02) -1.17835(-01) 
C7 6.i9919(-04) 1.74284(-03) -2.46877(-02) -9.42888(-02) 
C8 1.20549(-04) 1.84686(-03) -6.61101(-03) -5.03532(-02) 
1.58852(-05) 6.41442(-04) -4.54290(-03) -l .78397(-02) 
Cio 3.18827(-05) 1.48420(-04) -2.10052(-03) -1.02464(-02) 
cii 7.96572(-06) 1.22701 (-04) -6.76708(-04) -5.46213(-03) 
ci2 1.30245(-06) 4.92524(-05) -3.94044(-04) -2.19916(-03) 
ci3 1.99031 (-06) 1.33380(-05) -1.91188(-04) -1.13186(-03) 
5 91597(-07) 9.0911 6(-06) -6.60488(-05) -5.71 762(-04) 
cis 6.36168(-08) 3.31315(-06) -2.97472(-05) -1.88827(-04) 
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TABLE 7 Parameters in least-squares fits to Qi(r).(‘� 
Parameter Value 
Mo -0.126 a.u. 







Since we are interested in the first few vibrational states, which have very small 
amplitude at the large internuclear separation, the integration limit was set between 1 
to 3 ao for simplicity. TABLE 8 shows the diagonal matrix elements for the first two 
vibrational levels. 
The approximate quadrupole moment function proposed by Tmhla产 
_ = 卜 (3-3) 
1=0 
was used to determined the quadrupole moment matrix. TABLE 9 lists the parameters 
O, in Eq. (3-3) for CO molecules. (乂‘力？ This approximate expression works for small 
vibrational amplitude (i.e. r not far from /v), which is the case for the first few 
vibrational states. Using this function and wavefunctions 仏,./ and w�.,/., the matrix 
elements of quadrupole m o m e n t � v j | y 2 ( / ' ) | v ' , / ) were obtained. Once again, . the 
integration limit was set between 1 to 3 ao. The results of this calculation are shown 
in TABLE 10. 
3.2. Crystal field splitting 
With the multipole moment matrix determined, the crystal field splitting in each 
J manifold can be calculated. Since the dipole moment of CO is very small ( � 0 . 0 5 
a.u.),68 its effect on the crystal field splitting is much smaller compared to the 
quadrupole effect: 
趁 ： 弯 〜 0 W : 1 . 3 cm-' 
K < 
TABLE 8 Adiabatic matrix elements of the dipole moment for CO, in a.u. 
V J (v./|c?,(r)|v./) 
0 0 -0.12102 
0 1 -0.12101 
0 2 -0.12099 
0 3 -0.12097 
0 4 -0.12094. 
1 a -0.11206 
1 1 -0.11205 
1 2 -0.11203 
1 3 -0.11201 
1 4 -0.11198 
2 C -0.10305 
3 ^ -0.09397 
4 a -0.08486 
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TABLE 9 Parameters in least-squares fits to Q2(r).。(‘力？ 
Parameter Value (“•".） 
n 2 
Qo -2.6489 
Qi 1.2758 • 
Q^ 0.45203 
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TABLE 10 Adiabatic matrix elements of the quadrupole moment for CO, in a.u. 
V J (v j | 0 , ( r ) | v . / ) 
— Q 0 -2.63624 
Q 1 -2.63622 
Q 2 -2.63619 
Q 3 -2.63613 
Q 4 -2.63606 
1 0 -2.61245 
I 1 -2.61243 
1 2 -2.6124 
I 3 -2.61234 
1 4 -2.61227 
2 0 -2.58806 
3 0 -2.56304 
4 0 -2.53739 
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Using the Eq. (2-13) and Eq. (2-14) in Section 2.2 and the values of the constants {a = 
5.41 a.u.，Ro= 3.793A), we can calculate the total polarization energy by performing 
a lattice sum. The detail distances and numbers of neighbors of hep crystal of each 
shell are listed in TABLE 11 .石^  Due to the high power dependence of Rp. the effect 
will drop off very fast as Rp increases. We have therefore taken into account twenty 
nearest shells of neighbors in summing the hep lattice effect. It was found that in the 
case of dipole-induced dipole effect, the crystal symmetry gives rise to almost 
complete cancellation in the lattice sum. As a result, its overall effect on the crystal 
field splitting is negligible. -
On the other hand, the effect quadrupole-induced dipole interaction on the M 
splitting was calculated according to Eqs. (2-14), (2-16), and the matrix elements 
obtained in the previous section. The difference of the total polarization energy 
between the v = 0 and v 二 1 states arise from the different quadrupole moment matrix 
of CO in the v = 0 and v = 1 states. 
The crystal field splitting of the rovibrational states of CO in p-Wj was then 
calculated from the matrix elements [JM jC^o | JM) and ( JM | JM) which are listed 
in TABLE 12 for the first few J manifolds. The energy splitting and shifts of these 
levels were calculated by combining the results in TABLE 10, 11’ and 12 and shown 
in TABLE 13. Since the pure vibrational frequency is not known accurately but a 
constant for all transitions, we take it as our zero energy point. The corresponding 
splitting pattern is also shown in FIG 4. 
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TABLE 11 The distances and numbers of neighbors in successive shells in the hep 
crystal. 
I (R/ROF N, I (R/ROF N, 
1 1 12 11 20/3 12 
2 2 6 12 7 24 
3 8/3 2 13 22/3 6 
4 3 18 14 25/3 12 
5 11/3 12 15 9 12 
6 4 6 16 29/3 24 
7 5 12 17 10 12 
8 17/3 12 18 31/3 12 
9 6 6 19 32/3 2 
10 19/3 6 20 11 12 
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TABLE 12 The matrix elements {JM [C o^ | JM) and {JM [C o^ | JM) for the first few 
J manifolds. 
•/ \M\ {JM\C\_,\JM) {JM\C\,\JM) 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 \ 0 
1 1 0 
0 9 
2 1 i - i -
7 21 
2 2 —寻 丄 
7 21 
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TABLE 13 Calculated energy levels and shifts of the ground state and excited 
state of CO molecule. 
Energy (cm'') Symmetry Energy shifts (cm"') 
Ground state 
J=0 0 \M\=0 A, 0.000 
J二 1 3.845 A： -0.001628 
\M\=1 E • 0.0008140 
J=2 11.53 I 圳=0 A, -0.5081 
I举 / E" 0.3374 
W\=2 E -0.08333 
Excited state 
J=0 0 \M\=0 A, 0.000 
J=J 3.810 A； -0.001600 
W\ = l E 0.0007999 
J=2 11.43 | M H ) A； -0.4990 
I 圳 E " 0.3313 
I 圳 E -0.08183 
4 0 
J 丨m| Symmetry 
1 E 
v = 1’ 2 2 它 
� • � 0 4 
1 ：： 1 E 
0 
0 0 ^ 
_II 
.... 1 E 
V=0, 2 “.:.:: 2 E 
\ 0 ^ 
1 ：•.-•- 1 E 
0 ‘ 
0 0 4 
FIGURE 4 Rovibratinal energy level diagrams of CO in p-H2 The energy levels at 
the left-hand side are those without the crystal field while those at the right-hand side 
are with the crystal. 
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3.3. Rovibrational Transitions and Relative Intensities 
At a temperature of � 4 . 2 K, the population ratio for the first few J manifolds 
was about l{./=0): 0.8(J =1): 0.1 (J =2): 0.002(./ =3) according to Boltzmann 
distribution. In calculating the relative intensities, we only considered levels to J =2. 
Based on the results of group theory discussed in Section 2.1, the allowed transitions 
due to parallel and perpendicular polarizations are shown in FIG. 5. It is seen that 
these transitions also satisfy the selection rules for angular momentum AJ = ±1 and 
Ai: = ±1 suggesting the consistency of different approaches. • 
The relative intensities of the allowed transitions in the v = 1 <- 0 band are 
calculated based on the Eq. (2-25). The results are shown in TABLE 14. In the table 
the transition frequencies, polarization dependence, and the relative intensities are 
also shown. Once again, the zero point frequency point corresponds to the transitions 
frequency of the v = 1 <- 0 transition. 
Based on the relative intensities, a computer-generated spectrum diagram is 
shown in FIG. 6 to predict the observable rovibational band. The Guassian line 
profiles are also shown for the transitions using a linewidth of �O. l c i r f i (HWHM). 
While 14 transitions are predicted in groups of R(0), R(l) , P(l) , and P(2). 
respectively, the broad width of CO may smear out most of the fine structure and 
gives rise to only four transitions. 
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J |m| 
~ f ~ 1 
v = 1 2 '、:： : 
i r 2 
hr^ 0 
1 ：：• r i r j - r t " 1 
——[—rri 1 - - ： j i i 0 
0 —— 0 
： i I I 1 
v=0’ 2 、（： L ^ 2 
^ U - ^ 0 
1 ^ — M • 1 
• . • • • 
0 
0 ： 0 
P branch R branch 
FIGURE 5 The J=0�2 rovibrational levels of the ground vibrational state and 
excited vibrational state with the transitions among these levels. The vertical solid 
arrows indicate the allowed transitions for light polarized parallel to the c axis and the 
doted perpendicular to the c axis. The left-hand side transitions are P transitions and 
the right-hand side transitions are R transitions. 
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TABLE 14 Differences between the calculated level energies for CO in p-H：, the 
frequencies shown are calculated from AE{V = 1, J ' M,) - AE{V 二 1’ M�) 
polarization v = 1 v = 0 Calculated Freq. calculated 
No. 
dependence ./ ' M ' J M (cm"') Intensity 
1 z 0 0 1 0 -3.843 0.089 
2 土 0 0 1 1 - 3 . 8 4 6 0 . 0 8 9 
3 z 1 0 2 0 -7.218 0.022 
4 z 1 1 2 1 -8.062 0.013 
5 土 1 0 2 1 - 8 . 0 6 4 0 . 0 1 3 
6 士 1 1 2 2 - 7 . 6 4 1 0 . 0 2 9 
7 士 1 1 2 0 - 7 . 2 1 6 0 . 0 0 5 6 
8 z 1 0 0 0 3.808 0.090 
9 士 1 1 0 0 3 . 8 1 1 0 . 0 9 0 
10 z 2 0 1 0 7.088 0.024 
11 z 2 1 11 7.915 0.013 
1 2 土 2 1 1 0 7 . 9 1 8 0 . 0 1 3 
1 3 土 2 2 1 1 7 . 5 0 2 0 . 0 3 1 
1 4 士 2 0 1 1 7 . 0 8 5 0 . 0 0 5 9 
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FIGURE 6 Predicted rovibrational spectrum of CO molecule. The spectral 
linewidth of 0.1 cm"' (HWHM) was assumed. The symmetry center of wavenumber 
(0cm"') is the vibration transition between v = 0 and v = / states. The left-hand side 




DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, the theoretical model to study the crystal field splitting of 
heteronuclear diatomic molecules trapped in a hep parahydrogen crystal has been 
established from the first principles. This approach, although developed for 
parahydrogen crystal, can be used for other systems with only slight modification. 
While a number of approximations have been made in our scheme, the result is 
expected to be at least semi-quantitatively consistent with the observation. An 
important correction yet to be considered is the phonon renormalizatioii effect arising 
from the phonon averaging of the intermolecular separation Rq in the lattice sum. Due 
to the large zero point lattice vibration of /?-H2 (�20o/o f Rq) in the crystal, this effect 
can be as great as 10%. While there are models to estimate its effects, reliable 
prediction in global cases has yet to be m a d e . ：。）。’？' j h e anisotropic dispersion effect 
is not considered in this calculation. Due to the symmetry of the system, it will have 
the same angular dependence as the induction effect. In other words, it will not be 
distinguished experimentally from the induction effect. The evaluation of its 
importance requires the knowledge of intermoleacular potential between CO and p-
H2. 
A preliminary Fourier-Transform Infrared {FTIR) study of CO molecule 
embedded in solid p-U2 at 4.2 K is shown in FIG. 7. This spectrum was recorded 
under the following experimental conditions: the parahydrogen crystal contains about 
0.06 % orthohydrogen and mixes with � 7 ppm of CO. The optical length of the cell 
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FIGURE 7 FTIR spectrum of CO isolated in solid parahydrogen. 
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is 0.7 cm. Seven transitions marked with asterisks were clearly seen in the spectrum. 
Based on our calculations, four of them fit to the pattern obtained in our calculations 
with good agreement in frequencies and relative intensity shown in FIG. 8. From the 
observed spectrum, the vibrational frequency was estimated to be about 2140cm"'. 
slightly lower than the gas phase valued" This is expected from the weak solid state 
interactions in p-Wi crystal. For a more definite assignment, the polarization 
dependence of the transitions should be studied using the polarized high resolution 
laser radiation. While the assignments only semi-quaiititatively fit our model, we 
have little doubt that our theoretical study will provide some insight to study the high 
resolution rovibratioiial spectra of the heteronuclear diatomic molecules isolated in a 
Dsh solid parahydrogen field. 
The nature of the other three uiiassigned transitions has yet to be explored. 
These lines have nearly equal intensities and linewidths as those assigned lines. It is 
found that each line has a neighboring transition separated by almost exactly � 0 . 7 
cm'' which is unlikely to be accidental. To date, we have not made any definite 
assignment but the idea of working along the line of perturbations of CO by a nearest 
neighboring o H � m o l e c u l e is being formulated. 
The observed spectrum of CO indicates that it can rotate and vibrate in p -H j 
crystal. However, the M splitting of rotational energy levels has not been revealed due 
to the broad linewidth. The line broadening mechanism in this system is worth 
studying in order to understand the spectrum. 
In conclusion, a semi-quantitative theory to study the rovibratioiial crystal field 
splitting of matrix isolated diatomic molecules has been established from the first 
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FIGURE 8 The assignment of FTIR spectrum of CO molecule in solid 
parahydrogen based on the comparison of (a) observed spectrum and (b) the 
theoretical spectrum. 
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principles. This theory was applied to the case of CO in solid p-Wi- Attempts at 
making spectral assignments based on the prediction were made. While the 
preliminary results are promising, some observed features in the spectrum are yet to 
be assigned suggesting that more theoretical studies are needed. 
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